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ABSTRACT 

Cellulose nanofiber (CNF) and CNF micro-fibrils (CNF-MFs) are computationally modeled by molecular dynamics 
with united atom (UA) methodology of polymers. Structural stability and mechanical properties of these materials are 
focused on. Diffusion coefficient decreases with increase of the number of shells in CNF-MF. The structure of 
CNF-MFs with crystalline alignment is totally stabilized with twist which is an accumulation of torsion angles at Gly-
cosidic bonds between monomers inside CNFs. Unique fiber drawing simulation, where a single CNF fiber is taken out 
of CNF-MF structure, is first conducted. The CNF fiber which is drawn out stretches up to relatively large strain, with 
linear increase of tensile stress. The computation results show that, the larger the number of shell structure of CNF-MF 
is, the larger the stretch and the stress of drawn fibers are. 
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1. Introduction 

Cellulose substance is known to be the elementary cons- 
tituent of plants and bacteria. As natural materials, plants, 
wood and tree are put in use with ecological benefit. A 
basic element of cellulose substances is a small molecu- 
lar chain which is composed of many pieces of a na- 
no-sized structure of “cellulose monomer”. As the se- 
cond leveled structure of cellulose molecules, cellulose 
micro-fibril (MF) is constructed [1]. It is interesting from 
mechanical engineering viewpoint that, even though 
plants, tree and wood are natural biomass, they are basi- 
cally made up of this single unit like synthetic polymers. 
Excellent application in engineering will be realized in 
the future by these natural materials, together with de- 
velopment of complicated hierarchical structures along 
the size scale [2]. 

Recently, exploration of cellulose nanofiber (CNF) has 
been developed as a new material. Some engineers are 
proposing that CNF may be made into an optically 
transparent sheet [3] and new type of composite [4]. It is 
supposed that strength and toughness required for these 
new materials will be realized by optimized design of 
CNF from nano-scale. However, since CNF is too small  

to be observed experimentally, it is expected that theo- 
retical and computational modeling and simulation will 
provide in advance much insight and information for 
unknown material properties of CNF. By analyzing CNF 
with computational methodology, we can also approach 
general structure, behavior and property of other na- 
no-scale fibers with only the atomic or molecular size. 
Examples will be found in “collagen” fibers [5] in ani- 
mals’ hard-tissue, or inorganic “nanowire” made of me- 
tallic elements (e.g. gold nanowire [6] and magnesium 
nanowire [7]) or semiconductor elements (e.g. sili- 
con/carbon nanotube and nanowire [8]). In fact, the me- 
chanical behavior and useful properties of these 
nano-sized materials have to be clarified more. 

In plants, tree or wood, microscopically cellulose mo- 
lecules form CNF micro-fibrils (CNF-MFs), their sizes 
range from several tens nanometer in a diameter. Strict- 
ly speaking, detailed structure of a fibril depends on the 
kind of cellulose in natural species. However, it has al- 
ready clarified that these CNF-MFs are essentially con- 
structed from a bundle gathering chain molecules which 
orient with parallel alignment. In some experiments, a 
CNF-MF can be chemically separated out from cellulose 
material and is observed to have almost the same unit as  
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a natural CNF-MF. 
In order to acquire mechanical properties and behavior 

of CNF or CNF-MF, computational modeling and simu- 
lation of the material are worthwhile studying and will be 
necessary for future development of this field. In this 
paper, we should study on molecular dynamics (MD) 
modeling of CNF and are about to start to link the mod- 
eling to macroscopic behavior.  

In microscopic scale, as stated above, cellulose mol- 
ecule is constructed from a monomer, which is called 
β-D-glucose. The all-atom (AA) model of β-D-glucose 
and its polymerization have been considered [9]. There 
are intra-molecule bonding as well as hydrogen bonding 
and van-der-Waals bonding (intermolecular interactions). 
The AA model is certainly more precise, but in order to 
obtain dynamic behavior of molecule, we should use 
more coarse-grained modeling such as united atom (UA) 
method for polymer structure. MD studies of bulk struc- 
ture have been done for Cellulose I [10] and Cellulose II 
[11], but any CNF-MF model, to our knowledge, has not 
calculated yet. In this paper, we are originally developing 
a new UA model of CNF and are utilizing it to the MD 
simulation of CNF-MFs.  

The purpose of this study is to clarify the mechanical 
behavior, such as deformation and strength, of CNF and 
CNF-MF. In particular, we will discuss the stability of 
CNF-MFs depending on shell (crystalline) structure, and 
will evaluate the durability of a single fiber by a unique 
fiber drawing (wiredrawing) test. These studies will con- 
tribute to the future development in the field of upcoming 
CNF-related research, in which experimental facts are 
somewhat relying on computational predictions. It is sup- 
posed by the authors that the simulation is advantageous 
in making theoretical insight and in predicting unknown 
behavior of CNF and CNF-MFs. 

The present paper is organized as follows. In the fol- 
lowing section, we explain about the atomistic modeling 
of CNF and provide its verification. Then, the results on 
stability of CNF-MFs, and their tensile (fiber drawing) 
testing of CNF-MF structures are shown. These results 
are discussed, and then conclusion is made. 

2. Theory and Method 

2.1. Microscopic Structure of Cellulose Molecule 

CNF is the elementary structure which is basis for all 
cellulose-originated materials, such as paper, plants and 
trees. The monomer structure of cellulose molecule has 
already been theoretically predicted as shown in Figure 
1. A lot of cellulose monomers are polymerized and be- 
come a fiber with long chain shape. Then, these chains 
form a micro-fibril (CNF-MF), which usually has a crys- 
talline structure and is recognized as higher-order struc-  

 

Figure 1. All-Atom (AA) model of cellulose molecule. 
 
ture when cellulose molecules are growing and aggre- 
gating. However, crystalline state of cellulose is likely to 
present many polymorphs. For example, there exist cel- 
lulose I-IV, or cellulose I-α and I-β, and so on [1]. In 
constructing a theoretical model, we downscale our view 
into ultimate (the smallest) scale of the material, where a 
cellulose exists as a single fiber (one molecule). Then, a 
theoretical model of CNF-MF is built up as an aggrega- 
tion of these molecules with some crystalline alignment. 

The atomic conformation of cellulose monomer is 
shown in Figure 1. Two identical hydrocarbon groups, 
called β-D-glucoses, are linked each other and compose 
an unit of cellulose. Carbon (C) atoms are in six-mem- 
bered ring of each glucose group, but they are not in the 
same plane and they show a “chair-shaped” coordination. 
Being linked each other by common oxygen (O) atom 
(ester bond), glucose groups are polymerized into a large 
polymer. 

Each molecule is interacting mainly by hydrogen 
bonding. Consequently, many molecules are aligned in 
the same direction to be packed into a crystal structure. 
The famous crystal model is called Meyer-Misch type, 
which presents three-dimensional monoclinic or triclinic 
crystal unit [12]. Since monomers are arranged in the 
“chair-shaped” configuration, as shown in Figure 1, a 
long molecule seems to be naturally parallel to adjacent 
one, accompanied by slight displacement in longitudinal 
direction. However, the detailed three-dimensional struc- 
ture of CNF-MF has not been completely deterred mined 
yet. 

2.2. United Atom Modeling of Cellulose Molecule 

In this paper, we use a coarse graining methodology in 
molecular modeling. Since usually in MD simulations, 
only the limited number of atoms can be calculated 
mainly due to the limitation of computer resources now 
available. Therefore, many coarse-graining methods, 
such as UA method [13] and coarse-grained MD (CGMD) 
[14], have been proposed in molecular modeling. In this 
study, the UA method is adopted for the modeling of 
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cellulose molecules. 
However, as for potential function, we should rely on 

full version of interatomic interactions inside cellulose 
molecule. The well-established and reliable interaction 
theory and data are found in CHARMM (Chemistry at 
HARvard Macromolecular Mechanics) force field [15], 
and we can adopt it to the AA model. The detail of the 
AA model can be referred in [9], omitting here. The pre- 
sent UA model is useful because it can provide me- 
chanical properties of CNF and CNF-MFs which are 
comparable to those produced by more precise AA 
model. Based on the AA model of cellulose monomer 
shown in Figure 1, the UA model of cellulose monomer 
is constructed as shown in Figure 2, here. Since H atom 
is relatively light weight, atomic groups, CH, CH2 and 
OH, which are taking H atoms inside, are defined as a 
single particle as well as an O atom. Both these atomic 
groups and single atom are called united atom (UA). The 
number of UAs in the cellulose monomer is reduced to 
22, from 44 in AA model. UAs are positioned at the 
point of center atom (C or O) of each. Geometrical pa-
rameters are shown in Table 1. The potential function 
and parameters for UAs are summarized in Tables 2-6, 
respectively. (These tables are including the potential 
function form used there.) 

 

 

Figure 2. United-Atom (UA) model for cellulose molecule. 
 

Table 1. Parameters of united atom (UA) model. 

Property unit value 

Length of monomer L nm 0.93 

Width of monomer d nm 0.26 

The number of atoms  22 

The number of CH (UA)  10 

The number of CH2 (UA)  2 

The number of O (UA)  4 

The number of OH (UA)  6 

The mass of monomer kg/mol 0.320 

Table 2. Stretch potential (for UA model). 

Potential function form  20str 2

1
rrKV ijs   

Pair of stretch bond r0 nm Ks kJ/nm2/mol 

CH-CH, CH-CH2 0.154 3.460 × 103 

CH-O, CH2-O 0.144 3.460 × 103 
CH-OH 0.144 3.460 × 103 

 
Table 3. Bending potential (for UA model). 

Potential function form  20Bend coscos
2

1   ijkKV

Triplets of bending bond θ0 deg. Kθ kcal/mol*) 

CH-CH-CH, CH-CH-CH2,  
CH-CH2-CH 

111.00 91.788 

CH-CH-O, CH-CH2-O 110.10 107.18 

CH-CH-OH,CH-CH2-OH 110.10 113.39 

O-CH-O 111.50 214.08 

CH-O-CH 107.50 131.93 

O-CH-OH, O-CH2-OH 111.55 214.08 

*)1 kcal = 4.184 × 103 J (the same in below). 

 
Electric charge of H is included in UA (for example, 

when electric charges are C = α and H = β in AA model, 
then the electric charge of the resulted UA (CH2) be- 
comes α + 2β), so that total charge of the monomer is 
equivalent between AA and UA models. Note that the 
polarization of electric charge (electric moment) is not 
considered in the present model. By using this UA model, 
almost the same energy and conformation of monomer as 
the AA model is obtained in equilibrium condition.  

The reason why the present UA model will be effec- 
tively utilized as an approximation of the AA model is 
that, though vibration behavior of cellulose monomer is 
not completely identical, but it is comparable. This is 
verified by normal mode analysis (NMA) performed for 
cellulose monomer. In NMA, by assuming harmonic 
vibration around the energy minimum of each atomic 
motion, set of eigenvalue and amplitude of atomic vibra- 
tion (normal modes) are calculated [16]. 

Figure 3 is the results of root mean square (RMS) 
value obtained by NMA, comparing between AA model 
(42 atoms) and UA model (22 UAs). In AA model, only 
atoms corresponding to UA model (except H) are ob- 
served. Since straight solid line depicted on the graph 
shows the 1:1 ratio for AA and UA models, it is found 
that AA model slightly tends to show larger amplitude 
for atomic vibration. This tendency is typically observed 
in lower temperature like 200 Kelvin. However, for 300 
Kelvin or larger, some atoms vibrate with wider range of 
fluctuation for both models and they seem to result in 
almost identical vibration. It is concluded that, as for 
atomic vibration, the present UA model is sufficient to be  
u sed as approximation of AA model.  
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Table 4. Torsion potential (for UA model). 

Potential funciton form  0)(cos 2

3

0
Tors 



aaV n

n
n   

Quadruples of torsion bond a0 kcal/mol a1 kcal/mol a3 kcal/mol 

CH-CH-CH-CH, CH-CH-CH2 0.15 0.45 −0.60 

CH-CH-CH-O, CH2-CH-CH-O 0.15 0.45 −0.60 

CH-CH-O-CH, CH2-CH-O-CH 0.60 0.00 −0.60 

CH-CH-CH-OH, CH-CH-CH2-OH 0.83 −0.23 −0.60 

O-CH-CH-OH, O-CH-CH2-OH −1.84 3.04 −1.20 

OH-CH-CH-OH −1.63 2.83 −1.20 

CH-O-CH-O −1.15 1.95 −0.80 

CH-O-CH2-OH 0.10 0.30 −0.40 

O-CH-CH-O 0.15 0.45 −0.60 

 
Table 5. Electrostatic potential (for UA model). 

Potential funciton form 
ij

ji
oul r

qq
V

0
C 4


 

Label of UA in Figure 2 qi e
**) 

2, 3, 4, 14, 15, 16 0.25 

6 0.20 

4, 17 0.45 

1 0.35 

7, 18 0.25 

5, 11, 12, 22 −0.50 

8, 10, 19, 20, 21 −0.25 

9 0.10 
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(a) **)1 e = 1.602 × 10−19 C. 
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Table 6. Buckingham potential (for UA model). 

Potential funciton form 6Buck exp
ij

ij

r

Er
DV 











 

Pairs D kcal/mol ρ nm E kcal/mol/A6

O...O 58298.9 0.2485 192.1 

O...C 42931.6 0.2755 352.8 

O...H 20432.6 0.2445 98.8 

C...C 31615.1 0.3025 647.8 

C...H 15046.7 0.2715 181.5 

2.3. Calculation Model and Condition:  
Computation Model of CNF and CNF-MFs 

(b) 
As explained above, cellulose monomers are polymeri- 
zed and become a long chain structure called CNF. The 
polymerization in CNF is carried out by oxygen bridging 
with a firm covalent bond. When these CNFs aggregate, 
van-der-Waals and electrostatic (Coulomb) forces play 
an important role, though these forces produce mechani- 
cally weak and breakable bonding. Generally speaking, 
crystal alignment called Meyer-Misch structure is ob-  

Figure 3. Comparison of RMS between AA and UA models. 
(a) 200 K. (b) 300 K. 
 
tained [12]. The crystal shows parallelogram unit in cross 
section as shown in Figure 4, and its lattice constants are 
reported a = 0.735 nm and b = 0.835 nm [17]. Besides, 
these CNFs are bundled and are made into a fibril struc- 
ture. 
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Figure 4. Meyer-Misch crystalline structure of cellulose 
nanofiber micro-fibrils (CNF-MFs). 

 
The aspect ratio (length/diameter) of CNF-MF is cho- 

sen around 100 in our model, so accordingly each single 
polymer molecule should be composed of 30 monomers. 
In our model, at the core of the crystal, a molecular chain 
is primarily placed. And then molecular chains, in 
2nd-layer, 3rd-layer, ..., are sequentially located in a par- 
allel fashion so as to cover the centered fiber. The num- 
ber of molecules are 5 up to 2nd-layer, 13 up to 3rd-layer 
and 25 up to 4th-layer. It is true that the structural stabi- 
lity of CNF-MF depends on length of polymers, but our 
models are using the same molecular length and the pre- 
sent study are focusing on the effect of shell structures. 
Figure 5 and Table 7 show structural parameters and 
properties of computation models of CNF and CNF-MFs. 

3. Results and Discussions 

3.1. Structural Stability of CNF-MFs 

3.1.1. Evaluation of Diffusivity by MSD 
Atomic diffusivity in a molecule can be estimated from 
mean square displacement (MSD) of each atomic (UA) 
members. When molecules are moving, MSD is directly 
monitored from atomic displacement which is difference 
between the reference position  and the current 
position , by taking into account displacement of 
the center of mass of the molecule  as, 

 0i tr

 Gr
 i tr

 Gt  r t

        
2

0 0
1

1
MSD

N

i G i G
i

t t t t
N 

    r r r r   (1) 

where t0 is the time of origin. The MSD is directly ob- 
tained from MD calculation with the condition as shown 
in Table 8. 

According to Einstein’s law, time ratio of increase of 
MSD is in proportion to diffusion coefficient D [18]. 
That is,  

molecule

1molecule

1 1

6

N

k

D M
t N 

  SD          (2) 

where Nmolecule is the number of molecules in a CNF-MF. 
The result is shown in Figure 6. Plots of D in each struc-  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5. Cellulose nanofiber (CNF) and micro-fibril 
(CNF-MF) models by United Atom method for MD. 
 
tures can be approximated by straight line, which means 
that D obeys the Arrhenius relation. The linear relation is, 
above all, realized for single fiber. To the contrary, in the 
shell-structured like 2-layered or 3-layered CNF-MF, 
atoms in an inside molecule are restrained by forces ex-
erted from atoms in surrounding molecules. Conse-
quently, diffusivity of shell-structured CNF-MF is sm- 
aller than that of the single fiber. This means that  
CNF-MF is more structurally stable than single CNF 
fiber at the same condition. 

3.1.2. Twisted Structure of CNF-MF Observed in  
Structural Relaxation 

Here, we would like to investigate on twisted structure 
found in relaxed CNF-MF. Figure 7 shows structural 
change of CNF single fiber and CNF-MFs (2-, 3- and 
4-layered). Since these CNF-MFs are not constrained at 
both ends, their atoms move freely and they prone to be 
curled up into a lump. This tendency is remarkable for 
single fiber and lower-layered CNF-MF. This behavior is 
induced by atomic diffusion inside molecule, discussed 
above. Theoretically speaking, it is understood that con- 
formational entropy of molecules should decrease by 
aggregation and condensation. By observing equilibrium 
molecular configuration, conformational entropy seems 
to be lower with increase of the number of layers in 
CNF-MFs. It also means that intermolecular interaction 
plays an important role for stabilization of layered fibrils. 
Especially for closed-packed crystalline structure of 
molecules, such as Meyer-Misch type applied in our 

odel, the whole layered structure becomes stable since  m 
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Table 7. The structural properties of CNF fiber and CNF-MF models. 

Label & Model Number of monomers Number of UAs Length L Diameter d 

unit   nm nm 

(a) single CNF 30 660 31.5 0.5385 

(b) 2 layered CNF-MF 150 3300 31.5 1.7495 

(c) 3 layered CNF-MF 390 8580 31.5 2.9605 

(d) 4 layered CNF-MF 750 16500 31.5 4.1715 

 
Table 8. Calculation conditions for obtaining MSD and diff- 
usion simulation. 

 

   

Property unit value 

Time increment Δt fs 1.0 

The number of steps  1 × 105 

Temperature T K 100.0, 200.0, 300.0, 400.0 
(a) 

 

 

 

 

(b) 

 

   
(c) 

 

   
(c) 

Figure 7. Atomic and molecular configuration of CNF and 
CNF-MFs (after structural relaxation for 40 ps, at constant 
temperature of 10 Kelvin.). (a) single CNF (side view), 
cross-section; (b) 2-layered CNF-MF (side view), cross-sec- 
tion; (c) 3-layered CNF-MF (side view), cross-section; (d) 
4-layered CNF-MF (side view), cross-section. 

Figure 6. Diffusion coefficient of atoms (UAs) in CNF and 
CNF-MFs. 
  
intermolecular force is strong between molecules. twist angle (averaged) and l is length of molecule. Fig- 

ure 8 shows the time change of θ during structural re- 
laxation of the 2-layered. It shows that twist of molecules 
occurs in the early stage of relaxation and then that twist 
is retained with just a slight fluctuation.  

As atomic configuration (in Figure 7) is viewed in 
longitudinal direction, it is discovered that CNF-MFs are 
twisted from one end to another end. Although initial 
twist angle of molecule is zero, molecule has been col- 
lectively twisted and stabilized during structural relaxa- 
tion process. This twist is caused by finding the ener- 
getically lowest configuration among molecules. The to- 
tal twist angle averaged over all molecules is around 15 - 
17 degrees, which is obtained by accumulating atomic 
twist angle at every glycosidic (glucose-O-glucose) bond. 
The specific twist angle θ’ = θ/l comes to be approxima- 
tely 0.5 degree per 1 nm of molecule, where θ is total  

3.2. Mechanical Behavior of CNF-MF 

3.2.1. Fiber Drawing Test for CNF-MF Models 
In order to investigate the strength and deformation of 
CNF-MF, we conduct a unique testing, in which a cen- 
tered single fiber is drawn out from other molecules 
forming fibril shells. This fiber drawing test is motivated,  
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Figure 8. Time transition of twist angle of CNF-MF during 
relaxation (2-layered CNF-MF). 

 
in reference to an existing material testing where an ac- 
tual fiber (such as cotton fiber with diameter of several 
micrometers) is extracted from a woven textile sheet 
[19]. 

The detail of the present drawing test is as follows. As 
shown in Figure 9, a single cellulose molecular fiber is 
drawn out of shell-structured CNF-MF. The moving ve- 
locity of atoms in the end region of the fiber, which are 
located within the length of one monomer of cellulose, is 
all constrained to be v = 175 m/s. On the other hand, at- 
oms in the other end region of the rest of CNF-MF 
structure are totally fixed in the space (i.e. v = 0 m/s). For 
example, in the case of 2-layered CNF-MF, only the 
centered molecule is to be pulled out of other four mo- 
lecular fibers. The move velocity in MD simulation is 
quite high compared with usual experiment, technically 
because the simulation is intended to be carried out in 
very short duration. Therefore, the dependency on draw- 
ing velocity is still interesting and is left for further re- 
search. Drawing tests for 2-, 3- and 4-layered CNF-MFs 
are conducted. The calculation parameters are summa- 
rized in Table 9.  

We would like to mention the reason why this type of 
testing is chosen here. Any molecular fiber never gets 
broken in stretching along fiber direction because in- 
tra-molecular potentials for stretching, bending and tor- 
sion are all made not to be broken in the present model. 
However, dissociation of molecules would occur easily 
in the lateral direction of CNF-MF, where hydrogen 
bonding, i.e. intermolecular potential, is responsible for 
molecular aggregation. Certainly, other behavior con- 
cerning fibrous material, such as tearing test of fibers 
into small pieces, may be interesting, but, as a mechani- 
cally simple testing, fiber drawing test is adopted here. 

 

Figure 9. Schematic of fiber drawing test: a single CNF 
fiber is pulled out of a CNF-MF structure. 
 
Table 9. Values for fiber drawing simulation of CNF-MFs. 

Property unit value 

Velocity v m/s 175.0 

Temperature T K 10.0 

Time increment Δt fs 1.0 

Total steps  2 × 105 

3.2.2. Result of Fiber Drawing Test 
Figure 10 shows examples of snapshots in the fiber dra- 
wing test for 2-layered CNF-MF. Before pulling the cen- 
tered fiber, the CNF-MF structure has already curved. 
Pulling starts, whereas the centered fiber does not imme- 
diately come out of the CNF-MF shell until it regains an 
original straight shape. The centered fiber is stretched for 
the time being; finally it begins to be pulled out. The rest 
of fibers in the CNF-MF keep shell structure (a hollow 
shell is manufactured). 

It is found that, while the centered fiber is being pulled, 
twist angle observed between monomers reduces from 
the equilibrium angle. Figure 11 shows the magnitude of 
the change of twist angle during drawing test. As con- 
firmed, increase of angle is observed until the centered 
fiber has completely pulled out. In fact, this increase oc- 
curs so as to reduce equilibrium twist angle. 

This fact suggests an interesting behavior of CNF-MF 
in loading. A certain twist angle is necessary for molecu- 
lar fibers to be packed themselves and the twist is 
“stored” inside CNF-MF structure in equilibrium condi- 
tion. But, when tensile force is applied to just one fiber to 
pull out the fiber out of the structure, the drawn fiber 
goes out of remaining shell structure, adjusting the twist 
of the structure. 

Figure 12 shows stretch of the drawn fiber. Strain of 
the centered fiber εA and that of others εB can be defined,  
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Figure 10. General conformation change of CNF-MF dur-
ing fiber drawing process (2-layered CNF-MF model). 
 

 

Figure 11. Transition of twist angle of single fiber during 
drawing test. 

 

as for longitudinal component, by  
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10 fibril
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      (3) 

where lA and lBi are fiber lengths during drawing test, lA0 
and lBi0 are those before relaxation, and Nfibril means the 
number of molecules in shell (s). After the system is 
equilibrated, molecular fibers has already shrunk slightly. 
As found in Figure 12, strain εA is completely in propor- 
tion to the distance moved by the end region of the drawn 
fiber. It is understood that friction force between the 
center and others acts as resistance of dissociation mo- 
tion. The energy of friction (as strain energy) is given by 
both elasticity of the drawn fiber and molecular interac- 
tion between fibers. On the other hand, the strain of fi-  

 

Figure 12. Elongation of CNFs (drawn fiber and others, 
2-layered model). 

 
bers in outer shell is less than 0, which means that those 
remaining fibers do not stretch themselves but preserve 
their stable length. 

Comparison of elongation of fiber between 2-, 3- and 
4-layered CNF-MFs is shown in Figure 13. When the 
number of supporting fibers in shell structures is larger, 
the structure becomes more stable. The graph also shows 
that ratio of elongation to the displacement is almost the 
same for all models before extraction completes. The 
maximum elongation is found in 4-layered CNF-MF. 

The Cauchy stress is straightforwardly defined as force 
vector divided by its cross-section at an arbitrary body 
surface [20]. In the present drawing test, the tensile force 
Fα can be directly collected from atoms in the drawn 
molecule, and then the normal component of Cauchy 
stress σαα is calculated by  

1

,
N

i
i

F
F F

A


 



              (4) 

where A is area of the cross-section. As for CNF-MF, A 
is estimated as an area occupied by the crystal unit as 
shown in Figure 4. Figure 14 shows the averaged stress 
during drawing test. As naturally predicted, the order of 
maximum stress is like: (2-layered) < (3-layered) < 
(4-layered). It is guessed that longitudinal stiffness of the 
drawn fiber is identical, but total friction force between 
fibers is augmented in larger CNF-MFs. This result re- 
veals that increase of the number of shell structures leads 
to larger resistance to separation of a single fiber from 
CNF-MF structure. 

4. Conclusions 

In this study, structural stability and mechanical behavior 
of cellulose nanofiber (CNF) are investigated by using  
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Figure 13. Elongation of CNF fiber during drawing test 
(comparison between 2-, 3- and 4-layered models). 
 

 

Figure 14. Averaged stress in CNF-MF during fiber draw-
ing test (comparison between 2-, 3- and 4-layered models). 
 
molecular dynamics (MD) with united atom (UA) mod- 
eling. In particular, unique mechanical testing where the 
single fiber is drawn out from CNF micro-fibril (CN- 
F-MF) is conducted and the mechanical response is ob- 
served. The following results are obtained. 

1) By utilizing UA method, molecular chain model of 
CNF structure is made from polymerization of cellulose 
monomers. Potential parameters of UA are derived from 
all-atom (AA) model and the MD calculation can be car- 
ried out. This UA model is verified as for vibrating mo- 
tion by normal mode analysis of monomers. 

2) Atomic diffusion in CNF fiber and CNF-MF is basi- 
cally obeys Arrhenius relation. At high temperature, the 
diffusion coefficient of multi-layered CNF-MF reaches 
that of single CNF fiber. 

3) CNF-MF preserves equilibrium structure with a ce- 
rtain twist angle (estimation is around 16 degrees, which 
is accumulated at every glycoside bond). 

4) In fiber drawing test, where one CNF fiber is pulled 
out from CNF-MF structure, the equilibrium twist angle 
cancels. The friction between the drawn fiber and others 
is large. Therefore, the larger the number of shell struc- 
tures is, the larger the stretch and the stress of drawn fi- 
ber are. 
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